Eye protection - Goggles

E VA M A S
Made under

>>Use

(*)

Thanks to its technical characteristics, this equipment is

81 g

particularly suitable for all major works requiring protection
sanding, cutting, polishing, carpentry, industry, do-it-yourself
etc.

>> Technical features
aSafety google.
aLightweight soft P.V.C frame.
aIntegral lateral vents for wearer comfort.
aAdjustable headband.
aLens in clear polycarbonate.
aLens thickness: 1.50 mm.
aDimensions: 152 mm x 79 mm.
aWeight: 81 g.
aPacking: - carton of 100 units.
- box of 10 units.
Learn more www.singer.fr

>> Advantages

aComfortable nose bridge.
aAdjustable elastic strap (400 mm).
aA standard model, soft and resistant for many applications.
aA good value for money.
aSecurity of an ISO 9001 system in production.

>> Conformity

This product has been tested according to the following European Standard:
aEN 166: 2001. Personal eye-protection. Specifications.
It complies with the European Regulation (EU) 2016/425 on Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). Category II.
EU type examination certificate (module B) issued by BSI (Nederlands). Notified body n°2797.
Download the EU declaration of conformity on: http://docs.singer.fr
Mechanical
protection

Symbol
BT

Medium energy impact resistant of particules thrown very fast (correspond with a 6 mm steel ball
impact which would weight 0.86 g at the minimum and thrown at 120 m/s) at extremous temperatures.

Optical
quality

Symbol
1

Class 1: continuous works (better quality).

Designation

Symbol
4

4 : Large dust particles (Dust with particules of > 5 mm).

9

9 : Molten metal and hot solids: Molten steel projection and penetration of hot solids.

Your distributor SINGER ® SAFETY

(*) Type of use is given as a guide only. It is to the end user to check whether the product is suitable or not for the intended use. Before any use, read carefully the instructions enclosed with the product. Issue LS_2019_02_08. Copyright: Singer, Fotolia.

against mechanical risks and projections including: grinding,
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